
Crowdfunderways.com Launches Forum To
Offer Crowdfunding Tips and Advice

TEXAS, USA, July 21, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Crowdfunderways.com is an online discussion

forum for Crowd Funding which gives an insight on crowd funding and provides tips and tricks

for properly funding a business

You share we care.”

Crowdfunderways.com

Crowd funding also known as crowd financing is the

process where individuals put in effort and pool their

money to support a cause/effort initiated by another

person or organization. Crowd funding is used in various

causes like disaster relief, political campaigns, Startup

Company funding, scientific research, citizen journalism, civic projects etc. While crowd funding

has been in existence for centuries in many forms, it is a new concept to many, especially to

people outside USA.

Crowdfunderways.com is a crowdfunding forum that familiarizes people on the topic and help

prospective fund seekers.

Crowdfunderways.com (You share we care) is an online discussion site that provides information,

crowdfunding news, tips and tricks,crowdfunding eBooks. The site has been of great use for

people willing to learn more about crowd funding. Users are also allowed to post their crowd

funding projects and even webmasters post their crowd funding platforms here, which makes

the site more appealing.

Owing to the current economic conditions around the world, Small businesses and organizations

are struggling for survival. Crowd funding offers an opportunity to these people to succeed and

stay afloat. These people can register on the site to seek help about crowd funding and gain

support from people. Crowd funding campaigns are basically funded by the public unlike other

funding processes where traditional investors are the funders.

Crowd funding campaigns involve various kind of participants like

• people who propose ideas for projects to be funded

• a crowd of people who support the proposal and the project

• an organization that acts as a platform to bring together both

Crowdfunderways.com is a platform for these three kinds of participants to meet and talk

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://crowdfunderways.com/
http://crowdfunderways.com/index.php/forum/4-crowd-funding-news/
http://crowdfunderways.com/index.php/forum/15-ebooks/


online. The forum has been immensely helping people all over the world.

When people register on the site and become a member, they have the freedom to post

information, opinions, and notes and even ask questions regarding crowd funding. Every

member can create their own profile with his/her basic information, pictures etc. The site is very

orderly and user friendly. Every member can view the member list of the community which is

listed in alphabetical order. Members can access the profiles of other users to see what the user

has posted. Members can also contact each other and talk about crowd funding. Members can

add other members as friends and just like a social media site, people can converse and post

status messages etc on this site. Members also can rate other users by clicking on the stars

provided on each users profile; this will help new members find top rated users to seek for

help.

There is a poll option where members can ask a question or opinion to which other members

vote. This has helped members decide on posting new crowd funding projects to evaluate the

strength of the project. The personal messenger that the site provides can be used to have

private conversations with other members without the interruption of others joining the thread.

The site is busy with various discussions on crowd funding every day. The following are among

the various topics discussed on the site:

• What is crowd Funding- The Basic

• How to and How not to crowd fund your project

• 7things to know before launching a crowd funding campaign

• Is it better to focus on $1 donations?

• Recommended crowd funding sites for a new starter

• Success Stories

“Crowdfunderways.com is an amazing site. From the day I registered myself on the site, I have

been gaining knowledge on the topic. I am planning to start a new art project for which I needed

ideas and support of people. I posted a poll on the site and it helped me know the kind of

response I would receive for my project. People help me tweak my project on areas where it was

weak. I have made some great new friends on the site who keep me updated regularly” Lucas

Oliver, 32

“The site has given me a deeper knowledge about crowd funding. I always wondered if these

crowd funding projects I find online are genuine or not. The premium eBooks I got from the site

has given me a clear overview of how these projects are chosen to be funded. I hope to be able

to help someone somewhere by crowd funding” Mathias Burke, 41

Registering on the site is a one minute process and users can even log in via twitter or facebook

accounts. Unregistered users can also visit the site as guests and browse on various topics

discussed on the site.



Crowdfunderways.com is an online discussion forum for Crowd Funding which gives an insight

on crowd funding and provides tips and tricks for properly funding a business
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